Chemical-tag labeling of proteins using fully recombinant split inteins.
Chemical-tag labeling of proteins involving split inteins is an approach for the selective chemical modification of proteins without the requirement of any chemical synthesis to be performed. In a two-step protocol, a very short tag fused to a split intein auxiliary protein is first labeled in a bioconjugation reaction with a synthetic moiety either at its N-terminus (amine-tag) or at the side chain of an unnatural amino acid (click-tag). The labeled protein is then mixed with the protein of interest fused to the complementary intein fragment. In the resulting spontaneous protein trans-splicing reaction the split intein fragments remove themselves and ligate the tag to the protein of interest in a virtually traceless fashion. The reaction can be performed either using a purified protein of interest or to label a protein in the context of a living cell. All protein components are recombinantly expressed and all chemical reagents are commercially available.